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Senate Votes Popular
Presidential Election
In its meeting Sunday night, the
Senate voted to enact a major
change in its constitution deciding
to select its President by a pop-
ular election by the entire student
body. At the same meeting it con-
sidered parietal violations and a
planned SDS symposium on the
war.
While turning over ths election
of its President to the student body
in the interest of "greater com-
rnmication of purposes of the Sen-
ate to its constituents," the or-
ganization retained the require-
ment that all candidates be mem-
bers of the Senate.
The Senate also voted to provide
the SDS with $300 for support of
its Spring Symposium on the Viet-
nam War, to be held April 23 and
24 at the College.
In a related action, it was voted
to recommend that classes be can-
celled April 23 and 24, in order
that the two days be fully devoted
to the discussion of the war.
James Kaplan '68 claimed that the
College his "taken a cavalier at-
titude towards the war" and is
"constantly underplaying its im-
portance". Opposition was voicec
by Senator Larry Whipple '69
who found it difficult to condoni
the Senate support of "such ai
incredibly biased program."
In its last action, the Senati
defeated a move which called upoi
the Medusa and Dein of Student;
to reconsider its decision to sew





The College chapter of the Stu-
dents for a Democratic Society
announced last week its sponsor-
ship of a "Spring Symposium on the
Vietnam War." The '68 Sympo is
slated for April 23-4 and boasts
Noam Chomsky, Nick Egleson, and
Gar Alperovltz among its featured
guests.
Sympo '68 will follow the format
of its 1967 predecessor but will
operate without the benefit of Col-
Presidents9 Council Replaces IFC;
Rushing Regulations Still Observed
The IFC crisis, which involved
a violent struggle over Hell Week,
the threatened withdrawal of Theta
Xi, and the retirement of two pres-
idents in one week, climaxed in
the organization's disbandment
shortly before the Christmas re-
cess. Standing in its place at pre-
sent is an informal and unstruc-
tured Council of Presidents, and
a gentleman's agreement among
the houses to observe the rushing-
rules contained in the IFC Con-
stitution.
Gregory Coward '68, represen-
tative for St. Anthony Hall on the
Council, felt the disbandment came
as a result of the fraternities1
realization that the IFC was an
"ineffectual body." This was the
Viet Nam Referendum Indicates
'Dramatic Shift in Student Sentiment'
"The results of the New En-
gland Universities Referendum on
Vietnam," claimed Jeffrey Lucas,
former TRIPOD editor, "indicate
a dramatic shift in the political
sentiments of Trinity students."
The referendum, held November 29
and 30 at the College, was an
attempt "to elicit and articulate
feeling and thinking about the war
in detailed, sophisticated and auth-
oritative form," said Kim Mar-
shall, a Harvard student and co-
ordinator of the project.
. "The present student body," Lu-
cas noted, "shows a much more
liberal outlook than its counter-
parts of previous years." As evi-
dence of the change, he pointed
out that in the November refer-
endum, 389 students (55% of those
voting) thought "our commitment
is not in the interests of the South
Vietnamese and must therefore
be reconsidered." In contrast, an
anti-war petition two years ago
collected only thirty signatures.
Lucas, who was responsible for
bringing the referendum to the
College, attributed the shift in feel-
ings to "the large American com-
mitment in Vietnam" and changes
in draft policies.
According to the N.E.U.R.V.
results, 482 students (70%) at the
College felt that a Communist re-
gime in South Vietnam would be
better for the country than the
war it is currently engaged in.
Also, 463 students (65%) would ac-
cept Communist participation in a
South Vietnamese government as
an alternative to the continuation
of the fighting. This further ex-
emplifies the general movement
at the College away from its tra-
ditionally conservative outlook,
' explained Lucas.
The referendum results indicate
that LBJ would receive little sup-
port from college students in an
election, Only 70 students (10%)
expressed -confidence in Presi-
dent Johnson's handling of the
Vietnam conflict." American pol-
'cy also came under criticism,
as only 23 students (4%) felt it
should be continued at present
levels. Stronger attempts at a
negotiated settlement were fav-
ored by 399 students (56%), while
14.2 students (20%) felt American
troops should be withdrawn with-
out negotiations.
There were some discrepancies
between the results at the College
and the general results of the
referendum, in which-22,000 stu-
dents from 23 participating New
England colleges voted. In gen-
eral, there was a difference of.ten
percentage points between the Col-
lege's and the general results -
students at the College taking the
more conservative stand.
Lucas expressed much satisfac-
tion with the results of the N.E.
U.R.V. "The referendum," he
claimed, "shows a high degree of
education concerning the war on the
part of Trinity students. Blind
patriotism was pot a big factor,"
he added. "The referendum shows
that the middle class is becoming
expressive in opposition . to the
war, lending legitimacy to the
movement," said Lucas. " Oppo-
nents to the war," he continued,
"shouldn't be branded as 'long-
haired people' or hippies."
Lucas was disappointed by the
turnout of students, since only
about half participated. However,
he felt this 50% was representa-
tive of the student body.
position of former President San-
ford Rosenberg "68, when he re-
signed last month.
The most pressing problem fac-
ing the Council, according to Delta
Phi president Harry " Peet '68,
is drafting a constitution to es-
tablish a new organizational struc-
ture and to determine how much
autonomy, or "state's rights," a
fraternity deserves.
Coward was concerned with the
difficulty the Council would have
in tackling these, its biggest prob-
lems, first. With the Hell Week
issue still unresolved, there will
undoubtedly be disputes over, both
the issue itself and over the size
of the majority required to amend
the Council's constitution.
Theta Xi refuses to become a
member of the Council until all
Hell. Weeks are eliminated. But
the house has permitted its pres-
ident, John Vail '68, to sit in on
the conferences.
Because St. Antlionv Hall, with
Theta Xi absent, is the only bro-
therhood on the Council without
a Hell Week, Coward was " very
pessimistic" in his outlook for
Hell Week abolition.
lege support. According to SDS
spokesmen, while administrative
officials accoladed last year's
symposium and the faculty voted
a commitment for a continuation
of the precedent, the financial
allotment for the symposium oper-
ation was conspicuously absent in
the college budget. With the Col-
lege reneging on its commitment,
explains Sympo-Co-chairman Stu-
art W. Mason '71, "SDS is sim-
ply stepping into the gap left by
administrative officials and pro-
ducing this year's Sympo for a
fraction of last year's cost, which
was around $7,000."
At its Sunday meeting the Sen-
ate voted $300 for Sympo '08.
Mason attributed the projected low
cost of the confab to many speak-
ers' willingness to waiye an hon-
orarium as a symbol of their com-
mitment to the SDS movement.
Newly-elected SDS President
Steven H. Keeney '71 emphasized
that the '68 Sympo makes no pre-
tense of being a non-partisan pre-
sentation of the war picture. Yet
the view froth the left, SDS feels,
is a valid one and should be heard
without the censorship or inter-
polation of the Establishment and
the mass media that serves it.
"The national media is so dom-
inated by jingoist propaganda,"
notes Keeney, "that the anti-war
dissenters, now barely short of a.
majority among those under 30,
are discredited, misinterpreted
or ignored. Through the medium
of a symposium (a meeting of the
minds) we hope to present first-
hand the intelligent, articulate, and
active voices of dissent, not with
the idea that they are the only
viewpoint, but with the feeling
that they have a right to be heard
apart from the cynical interpre-
tation of the mass media."
(Continued on Page 9)
Barber, Campo, Neaverson, Nichols Gain Promotions
President Albert C. Jacobs an-
nounced the promotion of four as-
sociate professors of the College
to the status of full professors at
a faculty dinner on January 15.
The honor, effective on Septem-
ber 1, was conferred upon Dr.
Michael R. Campo of the Depart-
ment of Modern Languages, Dr.
Rex C. Neaverson of the Depart-
ment of Government, Dr. Clarence
H. Barber of the music depart-
ment, and Mr. George E. Nichols
III of the drama department.
An associate professor since
September 1959, Campo came to
Trinity in 1952. He was graduated
from Trinity in 1948 and received
his Ph.D. from Johns Hopkins in
1954. Campo studied in Italy for
one year as a Fulbright Fellow.
His specialty is Italian Lan-
guage, Renaissance and Modern
Italian Literature. He is director
of the Cesare Barbieri Center of
Italian Studies and editor of the
CESARE BARBIERI COURIER;
and under his editorship, the
COURIER is now highly regarded
here and abroad as a leading
journal devoted to Italian litera-
ture and culture. His textbook on
Pirandello, Moravia, and contem-
porary Italian poetry will appear
next spring.
Campo is the area chairman
of the Committee for the Rescue
of Italian Art and the New En-
gland coordinator of the National
Committee for the Promotion of
Italian in Higher Education of the
American Association of Teach-
ers of Italian He recently trans-
lated the "Homilies of Christmas
Dr. Clarence E. Barber Dr. Michael R. Campo
and Epiphany by Pope Paul VI.
Neaverson joined the faculty in
1955, He holds three degrees from
Harvard University, where he
earned his B.A. magna cum laude.
He has been an associate profes-
sor since September, 1962.
His field of interest is teach-
ing political theory and compara-
tive government. Collaborating
with Dr. Gastmann of the govern-
ment department, Neaverson is
writing a college text for intro-
ductory courses in political sci-
ence. .According to the govern-
ment department, Neaverson has
shown great skill in enlarging the
graduate curriculum and in making
it operate effectively.
Neaverson is active both on
campus and off. He serves as the
graduate advisor for his depart-
ment and the faculty advisor for
the Corinthian Yacht Club. He is
Vice President of the Connecticut
Aeronautical Association and he
was elected in March 1966 to the
position of vice president of the
Connecticut Chapter of the Amer-
can Association of University Pro-
fessors.
Professor Nichols joined the
faculty ,in 1950, and has been an
associate professor since Septem-
ber, 1960. Nichols received his
A.B. from Yale and his M.F.A.
degree from the Yale Graduate
School of Drama.
The Director of the Austin Arts
Center has presented plays which
range from classical to contem-
porary to the theatre of the ab-
surd. Among the more notable of
the plays he directed with the
(Continued on Page 8)
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by Randolph J. Man
(The Bogart Series of six films
is co-sponsored by the College
Balloonists Society and the
Film Society, of which Mr. Man
is president.)
It was Inevitable, I suppose, that
once we- did get enough money
for a film festival, we would yield
to the popular demand for a Bogart
festival. If I sound less than wildly
enthusiastic, It is because right
now It is no small feat to put to-
gether, a group of a half-dozen of
his films without getting some
that you have seen thirty times;
however, I think we've come as
close as anyone could, and the
resulting six shows are widely
spread throughout his screen car- •
eer.
HIGH SIERRA, shown last Sat-
urday night, was probably the turn-
ing point in Bogart's screen car-
eer, because the gangster became
a man with whom the audience
had sympathy. Bogart got top bil-
ling in every picture after this.
THE PETRIFIED FOREST is, of
course, the picture that "made"
Bogart. He had played Duke Man-
tee in the stage version; but when
he was being passed over for the
role in Warner Bros, screen ver-
sion, Leslie Howard refused to
repeat his performance as the
wandering poet if Bogart wasn't
with him.
This was the beginning of Bo-
gart's membership in Warner's
"stock company," a group of con-
tract players who always seemed
to be in every Warner Bros, pic-
ture (and made Jack L. Warner
pay for it too!). THE ROARING
TWENTIES, the third entry-in the
festival, is typical of these pic-
tures. Bogart is sort of co-star-
red with James Cagney; that is to
say, Cagney gets all the girls,
the good lines, and the death scene
on the church steps, while Bogie
gets all the "Back against da
wall or I'll' plug ya" lines and
1 gets "bumped off" by Cagney in the
end. THEY DRIVE BY NIGHT is
a bit easier on the Bogart phy-
sique: he doesn't get killed but
rather loses an arm, and George
Raft gets the big scenes,
The fifth show in the series
deserves special attention, for it
'Closely Watched Trains'
Steams With Life & Youth
by Steven Bauer
^
A COOL view of Bogart in Casablanca with Ingnd Bergman.
"Here's looking at you, k id . "
was not only a personal triumph
for Bogart and for director John
Huston, but was probably the best
postwar American film. THE
TREASURE OF THE SIERRA MA-
DRE gives Bogart his best role
and also one of his most memorable
lines; "Nobody gets the best of
Fred C. Dobbs." The rest of the
cast - Tim Holt, Walter Huston,
and old stock company member
Barton MacLane - is absolutely
superlative.
John Huston won two Academy
Awards for directing and writing
the picture, and Walter Huston
got a third for best supporting
actor, while the picture got the
New York Film Critics'' Award
for the best of the year.
The sixth and final, show is a
favorite of the so-called "Bogart
Cult" and is one of the best of
his wartime propaganda movies
for Warner's: PASSAGE TO MAR-
SEILLES. As Matrac, a French
journalist framed on a murder
charge and sent to Devil's Island
for opposing the Munich Pact, Bo-
gart escapes with four comrades
- Peter Lorre, Helmut Dantine,
George Tobias, and Philip Dorn -
and they are picked up by a French
freighter under the command of
nice old Victor Francen, but which
also contains such obvious Vlch-
yites as Sydney Greenstreet, Ed-
uardo Cianelli,: and Monte Blue.
Showtimes are at eight on Sat-
urday nights in McCook Auditor-
ium.
A Bad Bet:
Playwrights Talk to Wager
by Richard Cody
(WE, PLAYWRIGHT SPEAKS,
edited by Walter Wager. Dela-
corte Press., New Y.orh, 1967.)
From the blurb on his book's
back cover it would seem that
Mr. Walter Wager is something
of a Jack of all letters. He is
described as an editor, critic,
author of suspense novels, and,
(are you ready?) a consultant to
ASCAP. As far as this book is
concerned, Mr. Wager-the-editor
writes a mean detective story.
In interviews with eleven of
the contemporary theater's most
important creators, Mr. Wager
gambols, through meadows of




Theodore J. Flicker, the writer
and. director of THE PRESIDENT'S
ANALYST, has given the American
public its long awaited homegrown
, Gulliver's Travels.
James Coburn, portraying
LBJ's supershrink, spins through
the worlds of New Jersey subur- ,
banites, a gypsy band of hippies,
the collected secret services of
the world, and at last, the main
offices of your friendly Telephone
Company, as he tries to regain
a semblance of private life and
sanity.
The. film, is the first to realize
the full potential of the media in
developing the classical forms of
irony.. The first shot is a, field
of gently moving colors, oddly
beautiful but unrecognizable be-
. cause of extreme magnification.
Then the camera zooms back to
reveal an American flag waving
aboye the crime-ridden streets of
New York City. The technique
is used repeatedly throughout the
film and within the film. Coburn
is seen leaning against a rail
before a dirty, somewhat gro-
tesque, concrete structure that
becomes the top of the Statue of
Liberty. Thrice within the film,
the audience's status of socially
acceptable , noyeurism is altered
by the introduction of a sinister
Petersen
figure seated at a console viewing
the same scene we are.
The film is a complex weaving
of situation comedy and subtle
comment on the situations them-
selves. Coburn proposes to his
mistress, wondering at the magic
of why she, his ideal computer-
matched mate, happened to be In his
life at that moment. Later, we
realize that she is an agent of the
government and that the most im-
portant act of his private life was
not his own.
The pace, sequence and content
of scenes is brilliant. It has been
"said that the Great American Film
will be a combination of the Key-
stone Cops and Cinema-Verite",
' The presentation of the Tele-
phone Company's plot in a "World's
Fair Conquer - the - World - A
- Rama,", the typical American
family as liberal militants "in the
tradition of the President - we're
for civil rights," and the love
scene with Snow White fulfill both,
qualifications.
THE PRESIDENT'S ANALYST
is misleading only in that vTe go
to it expecting to be informed of
the psychoses of our fearless lead-
er, and instead find ourselves
witness to and participant in some-
thing far more disturbed -- the
. Great Society.
naive abandon of .a spring lamb.
Unfortunately/Wagers in intellec-
tua l ' wolf " country. The odds
are rather firmly stacked 'against
him as, with an all-too-blunt in-
strument he- probes the minds of
Edward Albee, Peter Weiss an-
'gry young John Osborne, John
Arden, Tennessee Williams, Wil-
liam Inge, Eugene Ionesco, Har-
old Pinter, Friedrich Durrenmatt,.
and that terrifying master of the
anti-climax Arnold Wesker..
Wager has most success in his
interview with Henry Miller. Mil-
ler seems to labor heavily to make
sense out of Wager's less than
pregnant questions, with ironic
results.
Wager; "Are: most people aware
of the fact that you are concerned
with God?"
Miller; "I 'think that most peo-
ple1 aren' t ' aware of anything."
The less successful (if one takes
as his measuring stick the degree
in which his confidence in Mr.
Wager's intellect is sustained)
areas of the book are infused with
the sort of pathetic ribaldry which
characterizes the interview with
Ionesco. '
Wager's tactful probing reveals
many hitherto unknown and bet-
ter-left-hidden attitudes of Ion-
esco towards political figures. He
confesses his vision of'DeGualle
as a "lonely,, admirable man who
wants to save France." Even more
interestingly one learns of the pre-
vailing attitude towards the late
Premier Khrushchev. The ex-
change is too important not to
be revealed IN TOTO,
Wager; "And the French intel-
lectuals are fascinated: over
Khrushchev?"
Ionesco; "They are. You cannot
imagine how excited everyone got
over his shoe."
Wager's final gambit towards
Ionesco is perhaps this century's
most tragically poignant bit of
neck extension on record. He dares
to venture into that delicate laby-
rinth where mono-horned mino-
taurs gently tan in the clear light
of a void, the realm'of'Pataphy-
sics. • • • ' ' • '
All however is not lost. Ionesco
In an act of Christian charity
leads him out with the remark
"One can say anything about 'pat-
yphysics. Everything is true."
Thankfully, a point has been
reached in the American cinema
where the finest films the U.S.
has to offer are comparable to
the best of the foreign trade.
However, the fact remains that
a good number of the foreign
films distributed widely in the
U.S. place among the classics
of the film genre. Such a film is
CLOSELY WATCHED TRAINS. It
is one of those rare artistic
achievements in which the best,of
two possible worlds is realized,
In this exquisitely bittersweet
Czechoslovakian film, irony and
comedy are mixed with a finesse
that proves that where humanity
is exposed there is art.
CLOSELY WATCHED TRAINS
is the haunting story of an adol-
escent's coming of age during the
Nazi occupation of Czechoslova-
kia. Milos has been sent to fol-
low the noble line of his ances-
tors into a meaningless if not
absurd occupation. In his job at
the railroad station, he is brought
into forceful contact with the bit-
ter fact of World War II. Yet he
cannot be bothered. His own per-
sonal war, his inner tormented
battle with sexual maturity and
manhood, racks his soul while
his facade remains unperturbed
If not expressionless. He is a
poignant, pathetic figure, one who
incurs our pity before our sym-
pathy, and the cosmos of his
problems seems very large com-
pared with the silly maneuvers
and tactics of the German army.
The film, however, goes beyond
this personal trauma to become
one of the few brutally comic
cinematic masterpieces. In mix-
ing absurdity of a very; human
type with the excruciating agony
of an individual nature, the film
relieves itself of melodrama and
Overemphasis. Perhaps the- high-
light of this,aspect is the inspir-
ed seduction scene performed in
the railroad station with the aid
. of rubber stamps, moist breath,
and fervid imaginations. These
sequences are not filmed without
perceptivity, however, and are
juxtaposed with scenes such as
Milos,'. attempted suicide, a scene
so, graphic and brutal that it in-
volves our stomachs as well as
our emotions.
Characterizations range from
the beautiful bureaucratic cari-
cature of the stationmaster to the
finely etched portraits of Milos
and his mentor, Hubichka. The use
of symbols is expertly perpetrated.
Perhaps the outstanding motif is
Milos' railroad hat. Its history
recalls the history of its bearer
as he deludes himself Into a false
security, loses this, and achieves
mmrnimm
a more mature self-realization.
Milos is crowned with this hat at
the film's beginning in a mock
coronation which reminds one of
.Anouilh's BECKET'S ceremonial
robing scene. He wears it to bed
during a futile seduction attempt
which illustrates the depth of his
despair and frustration. In the
film's end, after his manhood has
been secured, at a point he may
never reach again in his life, he
is killed in an explosion and his
hat is blown back to the statipn,
to Symbolize his epitome of sue- •
cess and the depths of our em-
pathy.
OXr.
A poster by Tomi lingerer,
published by Bookmasters,
New York, and printed in




then, is an ironic comedy with
touches of tragedy which are over-
toned by Milos' success. It is
beautifully simple, touching,
gentle, and very, very funny. It
belongs in a category with Les-
ter 's HOW I WON THE WAR and
Heller's CATCH-22, works of art
that concern themselves with each
individual and the ultimate Im-
portance of his life and death,
and thus say something rare about






began last Wednesday's program
presented by the Hartford Sym-
phony Orchestra, I quote here part
of Harry Cowell's comments in
the Musical Quarterly as presented
in the symphony program:
"Surinach, Spanish born and
German trained, avoids the trap'
of relying heavily on a harmonic
imitation of guitar improvisation.
For the most part he goes direct-
ly to the historical mainstream
of melody and rhythm as sources
for very skilled and sophisticated
development, the result of which
pleases and excites the layman,
for it is not abstruse; yet it of-
fers plenty to provoke interest in
the most erudite musicians." ;
The music is intensely nation-
al, very pleasant though not pro-
found, it was well performed
though it could have been more
forceful. The score is occasion- ;
ally interesting, colorful and .al-
most always entertaining.
I was a little apprehensive about
the performance of Mozart's 'Cor- ')
onation' Concerto in D Major. Al-
though the orchestra was not a s , .
'sharp and highly polished as pos- l|
sible, it was fairly smooth. The '•
tempo could have been faster. Ray-
mond Hanson played very much to
;my taste. The slower tempo allow-
ed him to explore the Individual
coloring of each section. Mozart's
use of the sonata form gives the
music an enjoyable inevitability.
•Variations and surprising modu-
lations provide interest. The pro-
duct is a sort of thoroughly treat-
led musical spectrum.
The highlight of the program
and of the entire season so far
was Tchaikovsky's Fifth Sym-
phony in E Minor. Although I
sometimes wonder if Tchaikov-
sky was in complete control, he's
amazingly strong and lyrical. I've
listened to records of his sym-
phonies and have decided that you
really have to be there to appre- •-.•
elate the involvement he provokes, ^





Virgil Thomson, world famous
American composer, will be the
John T, Dorrance Visiting Pro-
fessor of Music and Composer in
residence during the Trinity Term,
Thomson is a Pulitzer Prize
winner, whoss opera, "Four Saints
in Three Acts," was premiered at
the Wadsworth Atheneum in 1934.
At present he is comi.ileting a
new corrmission for the Metro-
politan Opera. In addition to his
many vocal and choral works,
Thomson has written ballets, sym-
phonies, quartets, and works in
media.
Active as an author as well as
composer, Thomson has published
six books of criticism and ser-
ved as the music critic of the
New York Herald Tribune for four-
teen years.
While at the College, Thomson
will offer a series of public
lectures on four Wednesday even-
ings at 8:15 in the Austin Arts
Center. These will include "The
Music Reviewer and His Assign-
. rtient," January ;24, "\yqrds ,.ajid
Music*', February 14, "TheArrier-
icaness of American Music",
March 6, and "The Comic Spirit
in Music," April 3.
On Thursday, March 7, Thomson
will conduct the College Orchestra
to 'wo of his compositions for
winds, one in a local premiere.
On this occasion, the distinguished
concert pianist, Soulima Stravin-
sky will also appear, performing
Igor Stravinsky's "Concerto for
-Piano and winds",
Thomson will also conduct a
course, "Studies inModernMusic-
An, analysis of forms and pro-
cedures in American music". Of-
fered to qualified students on Mon-
day afternoons, this course will
be conducted on a seminar basis.
It will deal with both the history




Alden Rand Gordon '69 has been
selected by the Newspaper Fund,
Inc.1 to receive a $500 summer
intern scholarship.
Gordon, the newly elected chair-
nan of the TRIPOD, will be award-
ed the scholarship this September
after successfully completing ten
•veaks of full-time newspaper
work.
The summer intern program is
designed to give students interest-
ed in journalism as a career
practical knowledge and exper-
ience, ••• • ' •
The Fund which is supported by
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL,
considers applications from
college juniors attending liberal
arts schools which offer no op-
portunity for a formal education
In journalism.
Since the program began eight
years ago, 687 students have re -
vived $500 scholarships. Fifty-
•ive students have been chosen
*> receive grants in 1968.
Why read as they
did 100 years ago?
One, hundred years ago, peo-
ple read the way you're reading
right now — word by word —
somewhere around 3.00 words a
minute. And 100 years ago, that
kind of reading didn't cause any
problems. They could pretty well
keep up with what was going on.
But today, things are happen-
ing so fast that people who try
to keep ahead find that they're
actually falling behind. There's
simply too much to read — too
much homework — too many
magazines — too many books —
too many reports, memos and
periodicals. We're in the middle
of an information explosion.
What's the solution? There's
only one. Learn how to read
faster and better, Evelyn Wood
has discovered the way, and al-
ready over 300,000 people have
learned it. So can you.
People who have different jobs,
different IQs, different interests,
different educations have success-
fully completed Mrs. Wood's
course. Practically all of them
have ut hast tripled their reading
speed, and with equal or better
comprehension. Many have in-
creased it even more.
Think for a minute what that
means. Think what it would
mean if you were able to read u
novel in less than two hours. Or
a column in this newspaper in
30 seconds. Our graduates do
this. They don't skip or skim.
They read every word. And they
understand more of what they
read.
You can become a dynamic
reader in eight weeks. We guar-
antee it. In fact, if you don't at
least triple your reading speed
with equal or better comprehen-
sion, the course won't cost you
a thing.
This is the same course that
President Kennc-dy had his top
aides take. The same one many
U.S. senators and congressmen
have taken. As Senator Herman
Tnhmdge of Georgia said on
completing Mrs. Wood's course,
"If these techniques were insti-
tuted in the public and private-
schools of our country, it would.
be the greatest single step .we
could rake in educational prog-
ress."
Why in 1968 should you be
reading as they did in 1868?
You can't afford' to. Find out
more about Mrs. Wood's remark-
able method.
Come to the free 30-minute
demonstration meeting to be
held tonight (Tuesday) at
7:30 in the Trinity Tripod
office. Heor Miss Dorothea
Isleib, chief instructor for
Evelyn Wood in Connecticut,
explain this revolutionary new
way of reading.
A class begins here next
week.







"Hailed by Marshall /Vic-
LU/ICTD os an alternative to the
death of books, Reading Dyn-
amics seeks to give the stu-
dent a wider and more flexible
range of reading rates."
Trinity Tripod,"October 3, 1967
45 South Main Street, West Hartford
63 East Center Street, Manchester ,
For information call 232-4485
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Summit Street Snowbanks | Junior Band Chosen
Could Be Plowed by College
The City of Hartford would haze
no objection if the College were
to snowplow the far side of Sim-
mlt St, for parking, the TRIPOD
learned from City Parks and Re-
creation Commissioner George
Sullivan Saturday. Previously,
College officials had twice stated
that city ownership of the land
precluded snowclearing on the
west side of the roadbed, although
admitting that they had never ask-
ed. Currently, snow on both sides
of the street has forced student
parking onto the roadbed, reducing
to 13-20 test the driving space
on a two-way street that is also
a major artery for the Hartford
Fire Department.
Asst. Dean for Student Affairs
Leonard H. Tomat, while acknow-
ledging the hazard, pointed out that
"the College does not count on
it (the far side of Summit Street)
as parking space; students do."
Tomat said that Hartford requires
parking space for three-quarters
of residents, and that the school
complies with this without counting
the Summit area. He commented
that the College has done "a very
good job" in clearing its own lots,
including the Broad Street and
Field House lots. He suggested
Students park there, and said that
faculty are sometimes asked to do
so, and many, including himself, .
comply.
Admitting the distance of these
areas from the center of the cam-
pus, Tomat referred to the dif-
ficulty of finding central parking,
commenting, "Would you want us
to blacktop the Quad?" He said
the College had tried to reduce
the hazard by requesting that the
city change Summit toone-wayun-
til the snow melts. The request
was denied on grounds that the fire
department needed two ways. No
action has been taken since, said
Tomat, commenting that if the bliz-
zard had occured during1 sessions,
the students would have dug them-
selves out.
The College has no plans of its
own to snowplow the area, said
Tomat, citing, beside city posses-
sion of the land, the difficulties
involved with slush, dirt,, and ice
in the snowbank. He admitted,
however, that these problems were
less this week than last, and would
probably be surmountable, as they
were in the St. Anthony Hall park-
ing lot. His third reason was the
. inadequacy of College snowplowing
equipment.
Asst. Director of Buildings and
Grounds Dennis Tinsley agrees
that the College's equipment was
by David Sarasohn
"too light to touch that snow,"
but says that if it had been school
land, it would have been cleared. To
do It, the school would have to rent
additional machines. Tinsley
pointed out, however, that the Col-
lege has been renting machines all
through the snow emergency. He
commented that "The College has
never plowed over there," and that
the question had never come up.
With no rapid melting thaw in
sight, the Tripod this week con-
tacted CityCommissioner Sullivan,
responsible for the Rocky Ridge
par* that bordars Summit Street.
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Corner of Ford and Pearl
Sullivan said that, "While no one
from the College has brought it up,"
"If they just want to push the snow
back eight or ten feet, there's no
reason why they can't do it. They
(the students) park there anyway."
He did, however, agree that the
performance of the College Build-
ings and Grounds staff on the Col-
lege campus would reassure him
on that point. In closing, he stated
that as soon as anyone from the
College would call him about the
plowdrivers, he would give per-
mission for the clearingofSumm.it
Street.
by Joseph Hessenthaler
Efforts to obtain the best pos-
sible entertainment for this year's
Junior Prom, to be held Friday
night, February 23, have been met
with much frustration. Originally
the first three choices were Smok-
ey Robinson and the Miracles, the
Young Rascals, and the Associa-
tion. Unfortunately, these groups
are currently demanding and get-
ting between $5,000 and $7,500
a performance, a little out of our
budget (like about three times.)
After checking with several
agents for the prices of various
groups, we tried to obtain the
Impressions tor that night. After
a month of negotiations and wast-
ing time, the Impressions an-
nounced that they would be taking
First Reading Program Successful;
Places Available for Second Course
Citing a "perfect record" with
none of the nearly eighty enrolled
students requesting refunds dur-
ing the Christmas term, the TRI-
POD last week announced plans to
sponsor the Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics course at the College
again this semester. TRIPOD
Chairman A. Rand Gordon '69
reported that the program last
semester was Introduced on an ex-
perimental basis and that the re-
sults were "better than any of
us had expected."
A live demonstration by Peter
Kirby, a freshman at Yale, will
be performed in the newspaper's
offices tonight at 7:30. Classes
are expected to begin next Tues-
day, according to Gordon.
He revealed that all students
completing the course last term
had at least tripled their ori-
ginal reading rates with . equal
or better comprehension as- guar-
anteed by the reading firm. One
problem which developed last sem-
ester, according to campus repre-
sentative Alexander J. Belida '70,
was an unusually high percentage
of students dropping out of the
course before its completion. Be-
lida attributed the drop out rate
to the heightened pace of the short-
ened first semfister. He also com-
mented that the company's policy
of allowing students to take lh~
course as many times as they wish
at any one of their HO institutes
in this country may have also con-
tributed to the drop out rate. '"When
the work begins to pile up there
is always a tendency to postpone
anything that is not an academic
necessity," he explained.
Most students who took the
course at the College end with a
reading range of from six to twelve
hundred words per minute for
difficult material and between two
and three thousand for novels,
magazines, and other"light" read-
ing. Joseph Cohen '68 entered the
course with a testing- average of
405 words per minute with 72%
comprehension. His average score
at the end of eight weeks: was
2436 words per minute with 75.3%
comprehension. Students are; test-
ed on: '.al. variety ot materials.rang-
ing from technical to "light" read-
ing and these scores are aver-
aged together at the beginning and
end of the course, The Institute
offers a money back guarantee to
at least triple each student's read-
ing efficiency Index, a multiple
of his rate and comprehension.
Cohen's beginning efficiency was
304.6 and his ending score 1834.3.
Several achieved what Belida
termed exceptional scores '"fin-
ishing the course with flexible
reading rates up to 5000 words
per minute with above 90%.com-
prehension.
Hailed by Marshall,McLuhan as
an alternative to the "death of
books," Reading Dynamics lias
received national attention since
the method was employed by the
late President Kennedy for staff
in 1961.
In his recent book THE MIR-
ACLE AHEAD national pollster Dr.
George Gallup has cited the Evelyn
Wood course for demonstrating
that "reading speeds can be great-
ly increased" and the "far reaching
effect it can nave on the rapidly
expanding field of knowledge." Ac-
cording to Gallup, Reading Dyna-
mics "suggests that the brain of
man is able to absorb material
at a far faster rate than anyone
has imagined."
Director of the Hartford Insti-
tute, James F. Considine, likens
the Evelyn Wood method to
"•watching a movie." "The mind
gulps and devours page after page
of events, happenings and ideas."
The program last semester was
started partly in the interest of
the newspaper staff. At that time,
•Chairman Jeffrey E. Lucas '68
expressed the hope that the course
would partially solve problems
experienced by students working
for the TRIPOD who frequently
are left with too little time for
their academic work.
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a six week break in February and
March. Next, attempts for Little
Anthony were made. He had many
demands in his contract, and we
agreed to meet all but one of them
if he signed. This one exclusion
was that of guaranteeing that the
audience be seated during his two
performances. Our agent felt he
would sign anyway. However, on
December 24, 1967, we were not-
ified that Little Anthony had turn-
ed down our contract. Merry
Christmas.
All has not been lost. In looking-
for a group that is currently
popular, and within our budget,
we have been able to find an avail-
ability in Jay and the Techniques.
This is a relatively new group from
Allentown, Pa. that has already
had two hits and has a possible
third out right now. Their past
hits have been "Apples, Peach-
es, Pumpkin Pie" and "Keep the
Ball Rolling." Currently, their bid
for a top spot is "Strawberry
Shortcake." With this group comes
a young singer named Lorrl Bur-
ton who will give his own per-
formance backed up by the Tech-
niques.
The final contracts have not been
signed as yet but the group has
given their agreement over the
phone. Within the next week every-
thing should be signed and made
official.
Confirmation and ticket infor-
mation will be given out as soon
as possible.
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Sterling Dow? Moore Lecturer*, Educational Television
To Speak on aThe Plot in Homer" Accepts College Land
Dr. Sterling Dow
"Plot in Homer" will be the
subject of the annual Moore Greek
lecture to be delivered by Har-
vard professor, Dr. Sterling Dow,
at the College on Tuesday, Jan-
uary 30 at 8:15 p.m. in McCook
Auditorium.
The annual Moore Greek
Lecture, open to the public, is
endowed through a bequest of the
late Dr. Charles E. Moore, Trin-
ity graduate in the class of 1876,
to encourage the study of Greek.
A classicist and historian, Dow
was formerly John E, Hudson Pro-
fessor of Archeology at Harvard
University. He has been Sather
Lecturer at the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley, and was re -
cently invited to contribute a chap-
ter to the new edition of the
Cambridge Ancient History. Dow
has three times received Guggen-
heim Fellowships to aid his stu-
dies of the Bronze - Age and the
Classical Period in Greece.
Supported mostly by Harvard
Fellowships for five years, Dew
attended the American School of
Classical Studies in Athens. He
worked tn 'he Athenian Agora and
excavated at Corinth.
During World War II, Professor
Dow served in the office of Stra-
tegic Services and later as War
Archivist at Harvard.
Dow served as president of the
Archeological Institute of America
from 1946-48 and as honorary
president since. He is also a
member of the American Philo-
CAREERS IN STEEL
Our representative will be on campus
to interview candidates for Bethlehem's 1968
Loop Course training program.
THE LOOP COURSE trains selected col-
lege graduates with management potential for
careers with Bethlehem Steel. The Course begins
in early July and consists of three phases:
(1) orientation at our headquarters in Bethlehem,
Pa.; (2) specialized training in the activity or
field for which the Looper was selected; and
(3) on-the-job training which prepares him for
more important responsibilities.
OPPORTUNITIES are available for men in-
terested in steel plant operations, sales, research,
mining, accounting, finance, and other activities.
DEGREES required are mechanical, metal-
lurgical, electrical, chemical, industrial, civil,
mining, and other engineering specialties; also
chemistry, physics, mathematics, business ad-
ministration, and liberal arts.
If you expect to be graduated before July, 1968,
and would like to discuss your career interests
with a Bethlehem representative, see your
placement officer to arrange for an interview
appointment—and be sure to pick up a copy of
our booklet "Careers with Bethlehem Steel and
the Loop Course." Further information can be
obtained by writing to our Manager of Person-
nel, Bethlehem, Pa. 18016.
BETHLEHEM STEEL
An Equal Opportunity Employer
in the Plans for Progress Program
logical Association, the Classical
Association of New England, and
the American Historical Associa-
tion. He organized the Teachers
of Classics in New England.
The professor has served on the
editorial staff of several archeo-
logical journals and the journal
ARCHEOLOGY was founded by
h'.m. He is the author of "Pry-
taneis, the Degrees Honoring the
Athenian Councillors," (1937) and
has contributed to historical, arch-
eological and philosophical jour-
nals both in the United States and
in Europe.
The Connecticut Educational
Television Corporation will soon
be moving- into permanent new
facilities. The Trustees on Mon-
day formally approved the trans-
fer of 1.75 acres at the corner
of New Britain Avenue and Sum-
mit Street to the organization.
The 1967 Connecticut Assembly
had previously approved an $800,-
000 bond issue for the project.
Construction on the building is
expected to begin this fall, with
occupancy set for the fall of 1969.
Architectural plans are still being
drawn, but floor space is expect-
ed to be about 20,000 square feet.
Both the College and the Tele-
vision Corporation appeared sat-
isfied with the arrangement, which
will continue the close relation
ship maintained between both-since
the inception of Channel 24 in
1962. The station's studios had
formerly been located in the li-
brary basement, and in the past
year were moved to Boardman
Hall. The Corporation's offices,
now at 266 Pearl Street, will also
be located in the new building.
The College FM radio station
WRTC will not be affected.
New Seminar, Technology in Society,
Included in Summer Term Curriculum
The College will introduce a
new program, the Summer Insti-
tute on Technology in Society,
into the curriculum of the 1968
Summer Term. The course, de-
signed primarily for secondary
school teachers of sciences and
mathematics, will be taught by
Professors Nye and Blakeslee of
the Engineering Department.
The purpose of the program,
according to Nye, is to try to
meet the need in secondary schools
of teachers with a background in
computers. "Computers are mov-
ing into our secondary schools,
and teachers must adapt to them,"
Nye explained. The instructors in-
tend to treat "the place of the
computer in technology and the
place of technology in society,"
said the head of the Engineering
Department, it is hoped that the
Institute will Instruct the teach-
ers not only in the "how" of
computers, but also the "why" of
them, added Blakeslee.
The Institute will be the suc-
cessor to the Summer Engineering
program, which has been running
the previous five years. The In-
stitute will be open to teachers,
rather than to students, because
Nye explained, "a greater impact
can be achieved in dealing with
teachers." It is hoped that thirty
to forty teachers will be enrolled
in the seminar, which will be of-
fered for at least 2 years.
The Institute will be supported
by several grants, said Nye. He
revealed that IBM has already
donated $30,000, which represents
about half the total costs. The
IBM grant is also serving1 as the
company's contribution totheFord
Foundation Challenge Fund, He
noted.
Nye stated that, as a result of
the IBM grant, IBM "time shar-
ing" equipment will be demon-
strated. This will consist of a
console at the College, which will
be hooked up by telephone to a
larg-e computer unit, probably, he
observed, at UConn. Thlswillpro-
bably be the only IBM equipment
used, he added.
The Institute was originally con-
ceived by Nye and Blakeslee. Nye
admitted that when he wrote the
proposal, he didn't expect it to
be accepted.
• The exact format of the program
has not yet been established, noted
Blakeslee. However, he will teach
a course entitled "Computational
Methods of Technology," while Nye
will teach "TechnologyinSoclety."
/ETNA'S AID TO HIGHER EDUCATION PROGRAM HAS SOME IMPORTANT EXTRAS
A number of responsible busi-
ness organizations today have
matching grant programs to
help institutions of higher
learning meet the increasing
demands made on them.
Many of them will match the
gift of an employee to his alma
mater. /Etna Life & Casualty
goes several steps further.
We'll match the grant of both
the employee and his wife to
any eligible college, junior col-
lege, graduate or professional
school.
And as a special incentive,
we'll add 25% to our gift if
half of the institution's alumni
have made direct gifts during
the past year.
Over 1100 of our people took
advantage of our Aid to Higher
Education program to benefit
386 institutions last year.
We think that's a solid expres-
sion of good citizenship, both
personal and corporate.
Our business may be selling
insurance.
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A New Hand for the Senate
The instigation of popular elections as voted by the Senate .
Sunday evening signals the beginning of platform campaigning
for the offices of Senator and President of the Senate.
The recurring presentation this year of a formal platform (de-
spite its relative merits or faults) by SDS-CITE, coupled with
the newly enacted election reforms, necessitates the student-at-
large's recognition that the Senate seeks to become the guiding
force in gaining desired changes in the affairs of student life.
At once the new system informs the student that the Senate
desires a greater communication, participation and legality
derived from the due-process of participatory democracy. Further-
more, as a responsible voter, the individual is at least margin-
ally accountable for the behavior of the Senate as a regulatory
and viable government and spokesman for the student body with-
in the college community.
CITE for one has a definite design on the future. And anyone
who does not necessarily agree with that design had best think
about presenting an articulate platform to his fellow students—
that is if he feels motivated enough to stand up for that in which
he believes.
While CITE at times tends toward flagrant idealism, and has
no qualms about being impolitic, they present many desirable
plans toward which their candidates are pledged to work.
The most significant of these is the Bill of Rights. It is a
simple, six part and basic article which would lend a maturity
and needed guard against the often fragmented view of the Sen-
ate as to what the College should stand for.
Further specific articles would insure these basic rights to
anyone within the college community—notable to insure the free-
dom of speech enjoyed by the students to the faculty. .
A related/faculty issue would shift the priorities within the
College away from building and toward increased size of the
faculty salaries. To all this the TRIPOD lends its support.
' However, we would go one step further. CITE calls
for 2% of the tuition($45,000)to be turned over to the Senate for
allocation. We suggest that instead there be published a break-
down of the allocations of the student-activities fee (as contra-
distinct to a flat 2%) which totals roughly $150,000 as it now
exists. If it be found that these funds are not being allocated
in the interests of the students as represented by the Senate,
we propose that the student activities fee be reduced proportion-
ately within the tuition to a reasonable sum which would be
turned over in its entirety to the Senate for allocation. Further-
more, the excess of the existing fee over the revamped fee should
be channeled into academic expenditures per se.
These are valid goals for the college community-in its entirety.
It is our hope that the students and the Senate hopefuls in part-
icular will see their way clear to making valid use of the demo-
cratic process with which the Senate has afforded us.
"Sublimely Well'
TO THE CHAIRMAN:
The college community stands
greatly in debt to the James L.
Goodwin Fellows for presenting an
extraordinary week devoted to the
Medieval Mind.
In my years at Trinity, I can-
not remflmber an event so care-
fully conceived, and so outstand-
ing In its performance, that was
devoted totally to an intellectual
subject.
Let us hops that the Goodwin
Fellows will go onto other "minds"
and next year present the equi-
valent program. They displayed
the taste and Intellectual vigor with
which this institution abounds.
This is the kind of presenta-
tion that a college of our quality
can do sublimely well. We owe it
to ourselves as well as our neigh-




Last year there. were three
sophomore members on the Junior
Advisor Selection Committee, two
were fraternity men and one was
an Independent. This special re-
servation of a place for a sopho-
more Independent on the Com-
mittee was made specifically last
year when the sophomores nomin-
ated the m?ii in their class. A
great many people felt this was
at least a first step forward in
the recognition of the Independents'
valid status on this campus. Be-
cause I was that sophomore In-
dependent last year, I feel obli-
gated to protest the composition
of this year's J. A. Selection
Comiittee on three counts: (1)
the violation of last year's
established precedent of a sopho-
more Independent on the Com-
mittee; (2) the idea that one of
the Junior Advisors named to this
year's Committee is a valid rep-
resentative of the Independents;
and (3) the symbolic and functional
necessities of there being at least
one valid Independent on the Com-
mittee.
The first issue is founded on
the fact that none of the three
sophomore members of this year's
Committee are Independents.
Between 40-50% of the sophomore
class is Independent; the failure
not to select at least one of them
to be on the Committee may mean
simply that many Independent
sophomores will be passed over
for ao other reason than noi being
known by anyone, especially by the
three sophomore fraternity man
on the Committee. What happened
to last year's precedent? A fourth
sophomore, an Independent, should
be selected immediately. Other-
wise, the sophomore Independents
who wish to be Junior Advisors
will be unfairly considered.
The second issue deals with a
possible retort to the first issue.
Some people will say that because
one of the Junior Advisors on
this year's Committee has become
inactive in regard i:o his frater-
nity, therefore HE is an Inde-
pendent. This .Junior is a friend
of mine and I do not wish to hurt
his feelings. However, I- think he
would agree that his being cast
in the role of an "Independent rep-
resentative" is unfair to both him
and the Independents. Therefore,
I suggest that another Junior, an
Independent, be chosen to add an
extra degree of confidence to this
Committee -- confidence which the
entire campus and especially the
Independents do not enjoy pre-
sently.
In this selection of another
Junior I exclude myself absolutely.
The third and last issue is the
symbolic and functional neces-
sities of having at least one valid
Independent on the Committee.
Symbolically, the Independents are
nearly 50% of the school and are
entitled to have representation on
such an important Committee as
the J. A. Selection Committee.
Not to have a single, valid In-
dependent on this Committee is an
affront to all Independents, re -
gardless of their class or inter-
est in the Junior Advisor system.
Functionally, the work of the Com-
mittee will be significantly hamp-
ered by the unfamiliarity of the
Committee members with the great
bulk of Independents. As I men-
tioned in the first issue I raised,
many Independent sophomores will
not be knownwell by the Committee
members merely because they are
Independents. Therefore, many
truly capable sophomore In-
dependents who earnestly desire
to be Junior Advisors will be dis-
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3 i_ . __ 'ihantiline of the Vietnam comuuir noia i , ».»•/. yes, 75,5%no,
i A ..AH g u u v i a i , u.u yuu inillK tnC War IS WOrth UP I H> rtn ,,n ft, i 1 tt. U • L •
Chins orttv^ntinp th «n -i F , •LL • •••"• uu yuu LniriK ine ooject ivcs put torwarcl by the Admini^tT-itin f t ' ' a
gression, etc) justify the damage it does (kilfine^'/'soldi'ers and1 c'iv'ifin^'"^".^^^' !fr ̂  SoV th V i = t n a mese , repelling ag-
try, contribution to a climate of violence etc ) ?Total 14 av v.o , , » ,n7 ,%.
 lzJn,l urt>an projects in this coun-
,un) • •/ v l d ' i »•»•»/• yes, /^.s/o no, 1J.J7, un) (Trinity, 18.97. yes, 67.1% no, 147.
12.Which of the following genera, policies comes closest to your idea of what the U.S. should do in Vietnam (choose and mart
f. a gradual, phased withdrawal without negotiations (Total U S








t 0 V O i " ^ s uPP° r t of * «"«»"t from present policies; (Trinity)L^ng%Xfon^69s%)
writing letters to public officials (59,2%)
marching, picketing, demonstrating (31 2%)
voting in elections, referenda (90.1%)
making monetary contributions (2'6.5%)
v^enf'iviT^i^ob^nr^ab^' ^ " ( W ^ d - « - ^ - e ) (,2.9%)
working in organizations, committees (45 3%)'
attending debates, teach-ins (65.5%)
Siu^fvo;^^^
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LETTERS to the chairman
(Continued from Page 6)
counted through no fault of their
own. Does this rest easy with you?
James Clair '09
P.S.: Please print this letter in
its entirety because of the import-
ance of the issues raised and
because the logical basis of the
arguments could not survive ed-
iting.
"To the Class of '7V
TO THE CHAIRMAN:
It is more and more being re-
cognized that college students must
assume a greater role in the policy
making which so vitally affects




After three months, the Trinity-
St. Paul's cooperative program,
financed ay' a federal grant of
$20,000, is bej'nning to show re -
sults. In an '.nierview this week
• with Dr. George Higgins, coord-
inator of the program for the
college, it was revealed thai the
program was delayed because of
a government directive that re-
qu.'red :he program coordinators
to submit a list of concrete pro-
, posals by November 15. Since that
time, Higgins reported, solid pro-
gress has been made toward up-
grading the educational facilities
-'• of: St. Paul's, a Negro college that
specializes in securing persons
with college potential who ordin-
arily would not be exposed io an
institution of higher learning.
In reviewing the program's ac-
complishments, he said that most
of the progress to date has been
made in the fields of science and
education. Two science professors
from the college have visited St.
Paul's to meet with that college's
* faculty and students, and the chair-
man of the science department at
St. Paul's has visited the College
to observe its facilities and teach-
ing methods. OUB concrete pro-
posal to corns! out of th-s ex-
change is the possibility of in-
stituting a tele-lecture system in
physical chemistry. Under the
terms; of this proposal, College
personnel would lecture to a class-'
room of St. Paul's students via
a telephone hook-up.
In other areas, Dr. Higgins re-
- ported, the library and public re-
lations directors of St. Paul's
have visited the College for con-
ferences with their counterparts
while the acting treasurer at St.
Paul's will spend next semester
in the College's treasurer 's de-
partmfint. In an effort to encourage
a greater exchange between the
students, the coordinator noted that
St. Paul's musical director has
been on campus discussing his pro-
j posals aimed at revamping their
music curriculum and that a date
has been set for an appearance
by the school's glee club at the
College next semester.
T'te College Counselor also dis-
closed plans for proposing a
new cooperative program to the
U.S. government. Through an en-
larged grant, he explained that in
'•••he future there could be an or-
ganized student exchange program.
Also under consideration, he stat-
•.. ed. is aproposed program whereby
a Trinity professor, one each in
the fields of political- science, the
arts, religion, economics, and
science, will lecture at St.
Paul's for oii9 week, beginning in
October. Thus, there would be a
Trinity Lecturer-in-Residence at
the Virginia college during each of
five months next year. Higgins
£? said he hoped the money for these
jr.- Programs will be forthcoming.
campus. A meager example, but an
example nevertheless, is the in-
clusion of two students in the pro-
cess of revising Trinity's cur-
riculum. With this growing re -
cognition of and response to the
legitimate right and responsibility
of Trinity students, I am most
heartily in agreement; unfortun-
ately our present Senators—di-
rectly or indirectly are hindering
the realization of th.;s goal.
Since at present the Trinity stu-
dent is represented by his Senate,
one can justly expect the Senate
to maintain close communication
with and responsiveness to its
constituents. Yet this is far from
the true situation. Minutes of Sen-
ate meetings have not been publish-
ed for a gpod many weeks before
Christmas vacation. Referendum*;
are held by the Senate, e.g. on
Saturday classes; yet the Senate
fails to keep us informed of re-
lated events—or the lack of them —
in faculty and administrative cir-
cles. And students are rarely in-
formed of the Senate's plans un-
til after it has taken action; this
is surely no way to encourage
student response to community
problems.
Last autumn I proposed in ths
Senate that it establish a com-
munications bureau which would
actually function--not just a posi-
tion on paper. I suggested that such
a bureau should post Senate
agendas enough in advanceof meet-
ings that stuients could influence
Senate action BEFORE it was
taken, and that it should maintain
and publish a journal, dittoed,
in which Senators would be en-
encouraged—urged—to declare
their positions on Senate issues to
their constituents.
ALTHOUGH NOT A SENATOR,
I personally offered with friends,
to undertake this responsibility,
if only the Senate wo aid pay the
small sum aeeded for ditto mas-
ters and paper. At this point one
of the Senators admitted that this
was his job, that he had not done
it, and that he would perform it
in the future; whereupon my motion
was withdrawn.
Despite that particular Senator's
words, nothing has changed: the
Senate is as out of contact with
its constituents as ever. Nor can
it be blamed on one Senator, for
the job which I offered :o uid.jr-
take is specifically that of two
officers, an'l--indirectly, ami
yet directly—the responsibil-
tor to my Knowledge has taken any
effective action on this issue since
last autumn.
The Senate's responsibility of
communicating effectively with its
constituents is not the duty of the
TRiPQD or of any other agency.
It is the duty of the Senate. It
i-s a duty which has been ignored.
It is a duty which must be as-
sumed by the new Senate soon to
be elected.
Nicholas G. Maklary, '71
The Age of Johnson;
The State of the Union
by David Green
The Constitution of the United
States requires that the President
pre-empt the prime time television
entertainment of his subjects once
every year so that he may re-
port to them on the state of the
Union, Although a few well chosen
adjectives would have satisfied the
assignment, President Johnson de-
cided to inspire the nation at length.
Well aware of the fact that he
was depriving many millions of
con itrymen of their regularly pro-
grammed amusement, the Presid-
ent took care to present a show
on the same intellectual level.
A rested, spruced-up, and tou-
peed version of tha Chief Executive
made his appearance on the floor
of the House of Representatives
shortly after nine on the evening
of the 17th of January. The Con-
gress reacted as if it were wit-
nessing the second com'.ng - a
reaction entirely appropriate, for
the polls do indicate that Johnson
has acconii.Ushed a political r e -
surrection. However, those of us
who are by nature cynics probably
wondered what the man had done
during the past year to elicit such
shouts of approval from our legis-
lators.
The President came quickly to
the point. "M.ih fella Americans..
Ah report to you that our country
is challenged - at homn and
CITE Presents Platform,
Slate for Senate Elections
(Editor's note: In light of the
decision to elect the President,
of the Senate as well as the
Senators by popular election,
the TRIPOD invites candidates
running on a platform to submit of law,
their program for publication and Article
public scrutiny. None of these
platforms necessarily represents
the opinion of the TRIPOD.)
maintain full freedom of speech,
press, assembly, petition, and as-
sociation.
Article II: All judicial proceed-
ings in and of Trinity College
shall abide by full due process
As it did for the first time
last winter, the SDS Committee
for the Improvement of Trinity
Education(CITE) has again pre-
sented to the student body its
platform and slate of candidates
for the Senate election campaign.
The organizers of the campaign
hope to surpass the current num-
ber of twelve CITE Senators in
order, says Steve Keeney '71,
"to vitalize Senate and student
politics, to introduce immediate
reforms in the College, and to
publicize emerging issues of.edu-
cational modernization."
Though they do not expect all
of their platform to be enacted,
it does state the goals towards
which CITE candidates pledge to
work. The Student Bill of Rights
acts to outline the general edu-
cational beliefs of the candidates.
The Specific Goals, though not
supported in their entirety by all
the prospective Senators, indicate
the issues to which they will de-
vote their time. Many of the spe-
cifics are proposed for their heur-
istic value in eliciting new ques-
tions and approaches to improving
the College.
I. STUDENT BILL OF RIGHTS
Article I: Trinity College shall
Correction
The Editors wish to apolo-
gize for incorrectly reporting
the minutes of the December
7 IFC meeting in the last
issue. Alpha Delta Phi, not
Delta Phi, joined with three
other fraternities in voting
against "a motion to consider
a motion to abolish hell week."
Ill: Student social life
at Trinity College shall be under
the jurisdiction of the student body
and its representatives, within the
limitations of the law.
Article IV: Representatives of
the Trinity College Senate shall
be responsible to the democratic
control of that student body.
Article V; The Students of Trin-
ity College shall be represented
on all committees that make deci-
sions affecting their lives.
Article VI: Diserimination on
the basis of race, religion, or creed
shall be eliminated from all areas
of life at Trinity College.
II. SPECIFIC PLANKS
A. ACADEMIC REFORM:
1. The current Honors Scholars
Program shall be extended to all
Freshmen and Sophomores to ab-
olish basic requirements.
2. Voluntary sports and recrea-
tion instruction shall be substi-
tuted for the physical education
requirement.
3. The Senate shall support ex-
tension of the colloquium program,
as existing now within the English
Department, tc other departments.
4. The College shall give full
credit to any course set up by
ten or more interested students
and a willing and qualified faculty
member.
5. A Sociology Department shall
be established.
6. The College shall financially
support an annual student-run
spring symposium on contempor-
ary issues in the outside world.
B. CIVIL LIBERTIES AND DUE
PROCESS OF LAW
. 1. The College shall acknowledge
the responsibility of the indivi-
dual student for his own actions:
students shall confront the laws of
the government on the same terms
as other citizens.
2. Administration control of pa-
rietal hours shall be abolished
in favor of a student complaint
system.
3. Entry by anyone into .a stu-
dent's room shall be forbidden
except with his permission or
with a lawful search warrant: a
student shall be secure in liis own
room.
4. Medusa shall prosecme clan-
destine student informers within
the College.
C. FACULTY ISSUES
1. The College shall place among
highest priorities of development
increases in faculty salaries and
size.
2. Department majors shall col-
laborate with department faculty
in determining faculty promotions,
3. There shall1 be immediate halt
to all current forms of repressive
punishment of faculty members
who dissent on either collegiate
or national issues: intolerant ad-
ministrators shall learn respect
for academic freedom.
D. STUDENT GOVERNMENT
1. Two percent of College tuitions
shall go directly, and without con-
ditions, into the Senate budget: that
is about $45,000 at current levels
of tuition income.
2. The President of the Senate
shall be chosen by the whole
student body through direct popular
election.
3. Afte'r his election, each Senator
shall be assigned a constituency
or polling group to determine stu-
dent sentiment.
4. The Senate shall support the
Independents' Council in Its efforts
to create a more equitable social
situation.
0. The function of planning and
financing social events now vested
in Class Presidents shall be trans-
ferred to the Mather Hall Board
of Governors to improve the
caliber of these events.
(Continued on Page 8)
Dr. Jacobs
Hospitalized
President Albert C. Jacobs
has been hospitalized for a
"completely benign" condition
which was discovered during
his previous hospitalization
last semester. It is expected
that he will be released within
ten days.
abroad." Vice-Prcnidont Hubert
Humphrey, not missing his cue,
applauded a.n1 was joined by an
enthusiastic Congress.
Satisfied by the response to his
stirring opening. Johnson wis em-
boldened to recite his "Cliches
With Variations on a Major
Theme." He again assured the na-
tion that we are winning the strug-
gle in Vietnam while democracy
flourishes in the area under our
control. He then contradicted him-
self on his earlier prediction of an
American military victory by stat-
ing that "Aggression will never
prevail."
None of President Johnson's r e -
marks on the war in Vietnam would ..
be complete without a reference
to "America's bravest sons who...
must continue to stand guard for
us - as they gallantly do tonight
in Vietnam and other places."
Discussing his national defence .
program, the President declared
that "Our choices must not be con-
fined to total war or total aquie-
scence." We can rest assured that
Johnson has discovered that a lim-
ited war provides greater depth
in handling foreign policy,
After reciting ttie many blessing
of his Great Society, Johnson
asked, "Why then this restless-
ness?" The question was uot left
unanswered. "Because when a
great ship cuts through the sea,
the waters are always stirred and
troubled" (which was the Pre-
sident's quaint way of letting the
colleges know that somo faggot
hippie agitators are going to
drown), L.B.J. continued, -'And
out' ship is moving - moving
through new waters - toward new '
shores." I had the impression that
he was referring to a planned na-
val invasion of the Chinese
mainland.
President Johnson now arrived
at the climax of his • spsech. He
presented before the Congressand
the American people the ideal of
his lifework - the meaning of his
Presidency. Staring inl.o the tele-
prompter that separated him .'.rom
ihii hearts ox his people, he de-
clared that "This Congress-De-
mocrats and Republicans - can
earn the thanks of history. We
can make this a truly new day...
and live in history as the consumer
conscious era." And so, after 5000
years of western civilization,
after the magnificence of the class-
ical cultures, after the glory of the
Renaissance, after the Age of Raa-
son, it is the ambition of the 3Cth
President of the United States that
the sixth decade of the twentieth
century should be known by poster-
ity as the "consumer conscious
era." I can imagine college his-
tory majors three centuries hence
enrolling in History 502 ?-Advanced
Tutorial on the Consumer Con-
scious Era - Permission of the
Instructor required.
The President went on to out- .
line his congressional program for
the election year, and limped to
his conclusion. Asking with the
stern voice of a Texas longhorn
if we can achieve his objectives,
he answered "O" course we can -
if we will." I consider the reply
a fine example of either the uni-
que quality of Johnson's phrase- :
making, or the meager talent of
his speechwriters.
President Johnson's perora-
tion held, I am sure, a special,
significance for all his country-
man.
"If ever there were a time to
know the pride and excitement and
hope of being an American - it
is this: time. This man friends,
is the state of our union: seeking,
building, tested many times this •
past year - and always equal to
this test."
Nothing tint the President said
last Wednesday would be worthy of;
comment were.it not for the prob-
ability that this sort of speech
shall ensure the re-election of
Lyndon Baines Johnson.
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Parental Role of Colleges Termed Unrealistic
from the Associated
Collegiate Press
The role of the college or uni-
versity as a substitute parent for
its students is slowly crumbling.
The doctrine of "in loco
parentis," based on a long-held
notion that the educational insti-
tution should act "in place of a
parent," is being modified slightly
in some schools, rejected comp-
letely in others.
Changes are seen in every area
encompassed by the doctrine: Cur-
fews for women, visitation in
dormitories and apartments, con-
sumption of alcoholic beverages
on and off campus, place of resi-
dence (i.e., whether students
should be allowed to live in off-
campus apartments or required
to live in college-supervised
dormitories).
Ci te .« .
(Continued from .cage 7)
6. The Mather Hall Board of
Governors shall be democratic-
ally elected by the student body.
7. The Senate and the Mather
Hall Board of Governors shall
. co-ordinate their financing of stu-
dent activities.
8. The three student members of
the Curriculum Revision Commit-
tee shall be directly responsible
for executing the mandate of the
Senate or any student referendums.
9. The complete Junior Advisor
Selection Board shall be elected
by the rising junior class, and
shall be proportionately composed
of independents and fraternity men.
10. The graduating senior class
shall make the choice of their
Commencement speakers.
E. ADMINISTRATION'ISSUES .
1. The Trustees shall issue min-
utes of their meetings for review
by the entire College community.
2. The meetings of the Trustees
shall be open to elected represent-
atives of the students and the
faculty.
3. College investments and budget
shall be published for review by
the entire College community.
4. The Bookstore shall sell
periodicals presenting a wide
range of viewpoints.
5. The Senate shall aid the est-
ablishment of a Union of College
Employees for both student and
non-student workers.
F. CO-EDUCATION
The College shall move towards
co-education.
G. HOUSING.
, 1. Students shall be free to live
off-campus at any time they
choose. '
2. The College shall maintain its
tradition of integrating classes
within all dormitories, including
the high-rise accommodations.
CITE endorsement is open to
all who support the platform anc'
pledge to work for its adoption i.
they are elected.
Many students regard in loco
parentis as archaic, and student
newspapers have led the crusade
to tear it from its entrenched
position as the foundation of the
system of social regulations and
o replace it with an updated,
nore realistic view of the stu-
lent's non-academic life.
On the day when social regu-
lations were to be scrutinized by
the deans of Valparaiso Univer-
sity at an All-Student Congress,
the school newspaper, the TORCH,
editorialized: "People whoaccept-
ed the IN LOCO PARENTIS func-
tion of the college formulated
a system to shelter naive students
from the evil influences of the real
world and to inculcate in them a
moral code for eventual contact
with adult society."
At the Valparaiso Congress,
during which students were sur-
prised by the announcement that
Professors. . .
(Continued from Page 1)
Jesters are: Hamlet, Tartuffe,
Winterset, Mother Courage, End-
game by Ionesco, and Becket. Ni-
chols is an ex officio member of
the committee on academic cere-
monies, and he serves as assis-
tant marshal.
Nichols also serves as costume
director for the Wadsworth Athe-
neum In Hartford. He is on the
Board of the Hartford Festival
of Music and he spent this past
summer as a member of Viola
Spolin's workshop in Improvi-
sational Theatre at Brandeis Uni-
' versity.
Dr. Barber, who holds three
degrees from Harvard University,
also studied under Robert Shaw
at the Berkshire Music School, at
the Paris Conservatory of Music,
and attended the Juilliard School
of Music. Barber came to Trinity
in 1954 and has been an associate
professor of music since Septem-
ber 1959.
He has served many successful
years as Director of the Trinity
College Glee Club, and he has
shaped that group into quite a
distinguished body - "one that
represented the College in the fin-
est manner and one which at the
same time realized the musical
potential of its student members,"
according to the music department.
His knowledge is communicated
clearly and with a judicious blend
of seriousness and wit.
While in Paris as a Fulbright
Fellow a year before coming to
the College, he was elected to the
Societe Francaise de Musicologie,
a rare honor for an American.
During his years here at Trinity,
he has arranged to bring to the
College such outstanding exhibits






ants hips available for
physicists, chemists,
engineers in outstanding
research group, Stipend -
$2880/12 months (half
time) plus dependency .al-
lowances and remission of
all tuition and fees. Post
doctoral positions and
fellowships also avail-
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curfews for senior women would
soon be abolished, Dean of Stu-
dents Luther Koepke explained the
philosophy underlying rules at Val-
paraiso.
Three kinds of rules are en-
forced, Koepke said: "moral rules
from the Bible or from God, civil
rules which must be obeyed as
the edicts of authority, and social
rules enforced to insure orderly
living conditions."
Students are not permitted to
make ALL their own rules, Koepke
said, because they have not yet
been "tempered by history and ex-
perience."
Social regulations (and the phil-
osophy behind them) are one target
of the student power movement,
and some changes can be attribut-
ed in part to the activists, but
others have come solely by admin-
istrative decree in recognition of
. the temper of the times.
Grinnell College has abolished,
all women's hours in the belief,
President Glenn Leggett said, that
"any regulation of college women's
hours...is a matter of security
rather than morality and that rea-
sonable security can be secured
...without the necessity of the col-
lege's maintaining an arbitrary
hours system."
Michigan State University and
the University of Minnesota re-
cently eliminated curfews for all
dormitory women except fresh-
men, who are generally thought
to require a period of adjustment
between the assumed regulations
*of home to the complete freedom
of a no-hours policy.
Hours for senior women at Wart-
burg College, Waverly, la., were
liberalized by the initiation of a
key system for senior women, but
some vestiges of the old system
remained; disciplinary probation
(with no appeal) for lending the
key: to an ineligible, •coed 'and a
$25 penalty for losing the key.
Dormitory residents are equal-
ly dissatisfied with policies gov-
erning visitation. Debate over open
houses and open doors has been
intense.
Last fall at the University of
California, Berkeley, Dean of Stu-
dents Arleigh Williams "extended
from two to ten the number of
residence room visits permitted
each month by members of the
opposite sex," according to a
DAILY CALIFOHNIAN report.
This extension was not greeted
as enthusiastically as might have
been expected, however — it was
coupled with stipulations "that
all guests be escorted upstairs
by their hosts, and that doors to
rooms of all participating students
remain wide open at all times."
Lela Zills, president of Free-
born Hall, called the requirement
of open doors a "ridiculous in-
vasion of privacy." "If we're judged
mature enough to be permitted
ten open doors a month, then we
should be iikewise trusted to en-
tertain guests with the doors
closed," she said. "With the pri-
vacy afforded by an open door
we might as well sit in the lobby."
The administrative view on open
doors inevitably takes intoaccount
the possibility that the public would
view such a policy as encourage-
ment of licentiousness.
The University of Mary land does
not "look upon dormitories, bed-
rooms and sitting rooms as a place
for closed-door intervisitation,"
President Wilson H. Elkins said
In the DIAMONDBACK.
Citing "a responsibility to par-
ents and the public generally,"
Elkins refused the closed-door
recommendation in a student pro-
posal concerning regulations, say-
ing the recommendation "put sex
overtones" on the proposal.
A target at still other schools,
among them South Dakota State
University and North Texas State
University, is a policy prohibiting
students In off-campus apartments
from having visitors of the oppo-
site sex.
The question of whether students
should be allowed to live in apart-
ments at all is also an issue. A
freshman coed at a Minnesota
college was recently required to
move Into a dormitory even though
her home was a block from the
campus.
At Texas Technological Univer-
sity, Lubbock, 34 male students
went to court to fight a rule re-
quiring- them to live on campus.
They filed an injuction against the
university, claiming financial in-
ability to live in dormitories. Af-
ter weeks of arbitration, the stu-
dents succeeded in getting an ap-
peals system established to con-
sider such cases and grant per-
mission to live off campus In some
instances.
Changes in rules regarding al-
coholic beverages are perhaps less
frequent than in other social re-
gulations. On most campuses, li-
quor remains banned from school
property. At the University of Den-
ver, the CLAHION reports, "The
25 or 30-yoar-old married, grad-
uate student cannot legally have
a glass of wine with his spa-
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SDS Plans Symposium.
(Continued from Page 1)
Speaking in support of the '68
Symposium at the Senate meeting,
Keeney and Kevin B. Anderson
'70 noted that because of the "ov-
erwhelming importance of the war"
a fair exposure to the dissenter's
viewpoint had become "an educa-
tional imperative." Accordingly,
Anderson formally requested in a
resolution that the Symposium be
integrated into the term's curri-
culum and that two class days
be devoted exclusively to the sym-
posium workshops and lectures.
The Senate passed the resolution
by a wide margin.
• Keeney felt that the two-day
immersion would "bring a little
rationality and truer perspective
into the non-activists' view of the
New Left. Long hair, beards and
untweedly dress should not be the
criterion for judgment --. a crit-
erion which has existed for too
long. Rather the dissenter should
be regarded on the basis of the
rationale and content of convic-
tions," urged Keeney.
As a heavy-weight in the devel-
oping concept of transformational
grammar, Chomsky, it is rumor-
ed, has supplanted Northrop Frye
as the English department's un-
official saint. More significant for
the Sympo topic, Chomsky, a pro-
fessor of linguistics at M.I.T.,
is co-chairman for Resist, an
adult support group for draft re-
sistance, and the author of the
two-part "Responsibility of the
Intellectual" which appeared in
the N. Y. REVIEW OF BOOKS.
A Fellow of the Institute of Pol-
itics at Harvard, Alperovitz is the
author of NUCLEAR DIPLOMACY
and a noted revisionist historian
on the Cold War. Currently he is
engaged in writing on the long-
range potential of structural re-
form in the U.S.
Egleson, president of SDS in
1966-67, has travelled extensive-
ly in North Vietnam. He has con-
ferred with representatives of the
National Liberation Front on three
separate occasions. A graduate
of Swarthmore College, he is pre-




The Hillel Society will sponsor
a talk on "The Nature and Pur-
pose of Jewish Law" by Rabbi
William Cohen of the Beth David
Synagogue today at 7:30 in the
Alumni Lounge.
Financial Aid
Applications for renewal of fi-
nancial aid awards are now avail-
able in the Office of Financial
Aid. New applicants should make
an appointment with Mr. Gummere.
Some say we specialize in power. . .
power for propulsion... power for
auxiliary systems.. , power for aircraft,
missiles and space vehicles... power for
marine and industrial applications...
they're right
And wrong.
It might be said, instead, that we specialize in people, for
we believe that people are a most
important reason for our company's success, We act
on that belief.
We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate
them well. Give them the equipment and facilities only a
leader can provide. Offer them company-paid,
graduate-education opportunities. Encourage them to push
into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
flfeching for a little bit more responsibility than they can
manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.
You could be one of the reasons for Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's
success... if you have a B.S,, M.S. or Ph.D. in:
MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL . ELECTRICAL
• CHEMICAL • CIVIL • MARINE • INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY
• CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS
• COMPUTER SCIENCE • ENGINEERING SCIENCE
• ENGINEERING MECHANICS.
And we could be the big reason for your success. Consult
your college placement officer—or write Mr.-William L.
Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft,
East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.
Pratt & Whitney fiircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT




An Equal Opportunity Employer
Director of Financial Aid, AH
applications must he returned to
the Office of Financial Aid by no
later than March 15.
Parking
Students are warned that parkins
on the City of Hartford streets
is done at their own risk. The
City of Hartford does not allow
overnight parking. Also, the City
of Hartford can tow a car at any
time if-the car is thought to be
a potential accident hazard. Cam-
pus security officers have besn
given instructions to consistently
enforce parking regulations in th-3
fifteen minute parking zones,
driveways, and service entrances.
Sprinkler Tampering
During the Christmas recessthe
Fire Department was called to the
campus because of sprinkler sys-
tem failure. Students are reminded
that any tampering with fire boxes
or the sprinkler system will be
handled with the severest of dis-
cipline.
Library Hours
The Library is now open until
12 midnight effective January 17.
Delta Phi Elections
Officers have been elected for
the Sigma Chapter of Delta Phi
for the Trinity Term of 1968.
Harry T. Peet 'GS is President;
William J. Duane '69, Vice-Pres.;
Christy W. Tewell '69, Treasurer;
David H. Shipman'70, Correspond-
ing-Sec.; Richard S.W. Shepard




New England Merchants National
Bank - Elton Lounge
Hartford National Bank and Trust
Company - Library Seminar Room
#4
Joslyn Manufacturing and Supply
Company - Card Room
Glastonbury, Conn. Public
Schools - Green Room
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 24
The Fidelity Bank-Elton Lounge
Bankers Trust Company - Green
Room
Smith, Barney and Company - Con-
ference Room
Hamilton Standard Division - Sen-
ate Room
^.C.A. - Card Room
THURSDAY, JANUARY 25
Travelers Insurance Company -
Green ROG.TI
Connecticut Bank and Trust Com-
pany - Senate Room
Smith Kline and French Laborator-
ies - Elton Lounge, Card Room
Mobil Oil Corporation - Library
Seminar Room #4 .
FRIDAY, JANUARY 26
Chase Manhattan Bank - Elton
Lounge
Philadelphia National Bank - Green
Room
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. -
Card Room
Bethlehem Steal Company - Con-
ference Room
Olivetti - Underwood Corporation-
Library Seminar Room #4
MONDAY, JANUARY 29
Marine Midland Grace Trust Com-
pany of New York - Elton Lounge
Aetna Casualty Life Insurance
Company - Senate Room,
Aetna Casualty Life Insurance
(Field) - Conference Room
Aetna Casualty Life: Insurance
Group Sales - Card Room
•TUESDAY, JANUARY 30
Pennsylvania Railroad Company -
Card Room
Morgan Guaranty Trust Company -
Elton Lounge
Richardson-Merrill Inc. '- Green
Room
Heublein, Ino. - Library Seminar
Room # 4 :
S,D. Warren Company - Confer-
ence Room
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Faculty Rejects Basic Requirements Proposal
The Committee on Academic
Standing and Discipline rejected
the Senate proposal calling for eli-
mination of the Kingsbury Ruling.
The ruling prescribes automatic
dismissal as the penalty for the
second failure of a basic require-
ment,
Shortly after the rejection, Dean
of the College Harold L. Dorwart
maintained, however, that dis-
missal is not automatic.
He disclosed that the committee
in theory merely recommends dis-
missal to the faculty, which votes
on each case Individually.
The faculty referred the pro-
posal to the committee after re-
ceiving a letter from Robert Pip-
pin '70, who cited the tense draft
situation and the difficulty of mid-
year transfer as reasons for re-
peal. He and David Chanin '6S,
author of the motion, emphasized
the need for individual treatment
in each instance.
Despite the Dean's clarification,
several students expressed their
belief that the faculty had always
considered the dismissal compul-
sory. Chanin insisted ?hat the
burden of proving cause for dis-
missal should lie with the faculty
and that the student should not have
to show why he deserves to re-
main. This term, the resolution
applied to no one.
Dorwart conveyed what he fe'i
was the attitude of the committee
in remarking that all students ad-
mitted to the College under nor-
mal circumstances should be able
to pass the basic requirements.
Dr. Robert Stewart, professor of
mathematics in charge of the Math
103-104 sequence, echoed the Dean
in stressing that any student who
produces a sincere and consistent
effort in the math course should
not fail it a second time.
Pippin, however, remains dis-
satisfied with the current situation
ani promised to renew efforts to
change the regulation when the next
Senate is elected.
O.ne faculty member, while not
taking a stand on the problem,
pointed to the fact that students,
and not faculty members, proposed
the motion, and noted that this may
have been a factor in its defeat.
He commented that the students
were asking for a major policy
change in a very short time, and
explained that such changes re-
quire a great deal of deliberation
ami a thorough study of their ram-
ifications.
Most important In the rejection
he believed, may have been the
relationship the Senate expressed
in its letter between the Kings-
bury Resolution and the Viet-
namese War. The faculty may have
reacted to tho proposal, he spec-
ulated, as Implicitly asking for a
stand on the war.
TRIPOD investigation dispelled
the rumor that a student's failing
grade in mathematics had been
changed to passing by the regis-
t rar ' s office.
iiililtliB^
• Interviews for Management and Ground Positions
• Exhibits • Airline Career Counseling




New York, New York 10017
Yes, I would like to attend American
SITION to be held in The Bay State
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"Want a company
where you can really
put your education
to work? See IBM
February 5th?
"Some ol the engineers who graduated before me
complained that their education didn't mean much
in their jobs. That's not what 1 wanted," says IBM's
Jim Carr. (Jim is a Manager of Mechanical Process
Engineering.)
"At IBM 1 knew I'd be using what I learned. There's so
much diversity here that you can usually work in the speulii
area you choose. In my own case, I majored in Mechanical
Engineering and minored in Metallurgy. Today my ME degi ee
means more than ever. And I often use my metallurgical
background. For example, I'm now working on a process
development program that requires a knowledge of machine
design, metallurgy, heat transfer, and chemistry,all of which-
•I studied in school.
"Another good thing about IBM's diversity is that it
creates an interdisciplinary environment. You get a chance
to work with and learn from people in many different fields.
Since our industry is growing so fasl, the people you talk to
are likely to be working at state-of-the-art levels or beyond."
There's a lot more to the IBM story than Jim has mentioned
We'd like to tell you about it when we're on campus. We'll be
interviewing for careers in Marketing, Computer Applications,
Programming, Research and Development Manufacturing,
and Field Engineering.
Sign up for an in terview at your placement office, even
if you're headed for graduate school or military service.
And if you can't make a campus interview, send an outline
of your interests and educational background to J. E. Bull,
IBM Corporation, 425 Park Avenue,
New York, New York 10022. We're 1 f 1 D
an equal opportunity employer. -H J •
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Trin Teams Prepare to Pick Up Pieces
When the New England winter drizzle began bombarding the
hilltop campus and Jessee Field-line-marker-maintenance-
coordinator Parchezzi Sou was forced to retreat indoors, wheel-
barrow and all, athletics at Trinity began to sour.
Now, midway through the winter season, the Blue and Gold
squads will attempt another screaming leap toward athletic suc-
cess. Things look dismal for all but the freshmen and the fencers.
Here is the post-Christmas picture:
Whatever happens the rest of
the way the Trinity yearlings are
a welcome sight for varsity coach
Shults who looks ahead to 1968-
69 to reverse Trinity's var-
sity basketball fortunes which are
presently sagging with a 1-9 re-
cord after ten contests.
basketball. . .
Although no one likes to admit
that- losing can become a habit,
it is .true that the Bantams have
failed to win a basketball game
since December 2. Following the
conquest of Middlebury, Trin-.
ity has lost eight straight plus an
exhibition game.
Coach Robie Shults has been se-
verely hampered by the losses of
Captain Bob Gutzman and Larry
DuPont for the season. With a now
sparse bench, Shults has been
forced to bolster Ms squad with
the addition of 6'3" Ron Martin
and Robert Helmgartner.
Much of the enthusiasm display-
ed early in the year seemed to
ebb when the Hilltoppers blew
a 17-point lead in the second
half of an 81-80 overtime set-
back to the Coast Guard.
The Bantams then found M.I.T.
and W.P.I, too much to handle
as they . bowed to the Massachu-
setts teams 75-64 and 102-89, re-
spectively,
Trinity entered the gala affair
at Worcester during the vacation
with a 1-6 mark. They, left 1-8.
W.P.I., the eventual winner of the
tournament, thumped the Bantams
89-63. Colby added insult to in-
jury by skirtingthe Hartford squad,
.74-58..
frosh basketball...
The Trinity College freshman
basketball team, winners of six
straight and the only remaining
unbeaten college basketball team
In Connecticut (freshman or var-
sity) will have its work cut out
the rest of the way.
The success of the freshman
team coached by Joe Wilson has
been attributed to its overall bal-
ance. Varsity basketball coach
Robie Shutts, who coached Trinity
freshman teams for seven seasons
before taking on the varsity po-
sition in 1964 thinks this is the
best "overall" first year team he
has seen at the college.
Shults says this, even though
his 1962-63 team went undefeated,
15-0. This current club "may not
go undefeated" .says Shults, "but
I think it has more balance and
depth than the 1962-63 team."
Starting with a decisive opening
' win over Kingswobd, Joe Wilson's
squad won six games in a row,
beating Williams, the Clark JV's,
Coast Guard, M.I.T., and Worces-
ter Tech.
Leading the current Trinity
freshmen are forwards Tom Sa-
sali, 6'2", of Windsor, and 6'3"
James Wolcott of Cranston, R. I.,
and guard Howard Greenblatt of
Hartford, who provide the fast
break combination. Sasali is aver-
aging .19 points a game, Wolcott
, 13, and Greenblatt, the team's
playmaker, is averaging i5points.
The "big man" for the freshmen
is 6'7" Ron Nussbaum of Des
Mbines, Iowa, who is averaging
15.5: points a game and 20 re-,
bounds. Captain Ron Cretaro of
Pekin, 111. is the; steadying force
at the other guard.
With .10 games remaining the
teams will get back into action
January 26 in Hartford against the
Springfield J V s . The club then :
travels to New Haven Feb. 3 to
face Yale's freshmen and to Am-
herst Feb. 7 before returning for
a five-game horns stand including
;' Wesleyan Feb. 13 and the. Univer-
sity: of Hartford freshmen on Feb.
15. The Hawks are off to a fine
8-2 start and Wesleyan was 3-2
after five games. Two road games
end the campaign.
swimming. . .
Though generally sleepless in
the last week of the first semes-
ter, the Trinity aquamsn mana-
ged not only to meet paper and
test deadlines buf: also to split
meets in taking a 3-1 record home
for Christmas dinner.
Coach Bob Slaughter's varsity
was forced into the final event -
the 400-yard freestyle relay-be-
fore it could garner a victory
over RPI, 50-45.
Then, on December 15th, a va-
cationing BowJoin splashed past
the exam-riddled Bantams, 53-
42, to end the Trin victory streak
at three,
All-American captain Bill Bacon
dipped his 200-yard freestyle
time to 1:56.6 and sped to a :49.9
leg for the still undefeated free-
style relay team before the break.
Junior Mike Wright churned to
:22.8 in the 50-yard sprint and
breaststroker Phil Davis clocked
2:36.7 in the 200-yard event in
leading the Bantam swimmers.
The squad has two weeks of
training remaining before it meets
Springfield in the 1968 opener.
Other tough contests are anti-
cipated with MIT and the New
England defending champions, Am-
^orst,
frosh swimming,..
The freshman swimming team
comas off its long vacation to face
two tough opponents during Jan-'
uary. Coach Chet McPhee's squad
showed speed . and endurance in
squeaking past a strong RPI squad
47-46 in December; and lays its
1-0 record on the line against
Wilbraham tomorrow.
O.ne of the highlights of the ini-
tial meet was Bob Hurst "loafing"
to a new school'record in the 400
yard freestyle, with a time of
4:29.4. Other sterling perfor-
mances included Captain Mark
Hastings and Jim Graves in the
sprints, Ward Godsall in the in-
dividual medley and fly, Lou Bir-
inyi in diving, and Chris Knight
in the breaststroke, with a strong
backup from Ken Winkler. •
The frosh swimmers face a
Williston bunch on January 31st,
which has won all but one pre-
vious contest with Trinity and re-
cently lost 49-46 to the Army
Plebes.
squash.
Trinity squash coach Roy Dath
was optimistic about his team as
it swings into 1968. Following los-
ses of 8-1, 8-1, and 9-0 to Navy,
M.I.T., and Yale, respectively,the
Bantam raquetmen came back to
shutout Seton Hall and end '67
on a promising note.
In addition, Coach Dath stated,
"we'll be better because George
Crile: will be back". Crile, who
left Trinity for a year after win-
ning the college tournament, has
•returned and is eligible to play
this semester.
Coach Dath said that Crile will
challenge Captain Malcolm Hay-
ward for the first position on the •
team,
Meanwhile, on the freshman
level, Coach Mike Moonves also.
looks for a promising '68 after



























































































































































to Yale. Dave Casey, Dave Brooks
and Norman Aprill notched victor-
ies for the Baby Bantams.
Captain Spencer Knapp and Nick
Booth are currently vying for the
number one position on the team
Two matches with both Wesleyan
and Williston highlight the re-
mainder of the season, with the
first '68 test tomorrow at Deer-
field.
hockey. . .
win last Saturday as Holy Cross
fell victim to the Trin sword 3-
mcm, 21-6. Coach Kendall Shau-
ler's Bantams also took the foil
event,. 7-2, and the sabre contest,
5-4, in the away match.
The informal club, which fin-
ished second behind arch-rival
MIT In the New England champion-
ships last winter, travels to Ford-
ham Saturday and then hosts Nor-
wich and Fairfield in a Washing-
ton Room triangular affair the fol-
lowing weekend.
- When the Trinity Hockey Club
overpowered Wesleyan, 7-1, for
their only pre-Ch.ristmas victory
in three starts, the Cardinal team
decided to quit and abandon the
Ice for the remainder of the sea-
son. But Coach Ray Batson's less-
emotional Hilltop skaters are busy
seeking opponents to inflate the
remainder of their schedule.
A February 19th match hasbeen
arranged with M.I.T. in Cambridge
to replace the face-off rainad out
in December. Plans are being
formed for contests with Quin-
nipiac and the-Yale JV's.
The New Haven club, annually
Trin's top rival, squished the
Bantams, 7-2, while Rutgers
bumped to a 3-2 win for the
Bantams' two defeats.
Team captain and goalie, Shel-
don Tilney, cited lack of practice
as the cause of the squad's in-
ability to click or coordinate. Only
two practices are scheduled be-
fore Saturday's, opener with Ho-
bart College, 8 o'clock on the Hart-
ford Arena Rink.
Tony Bryant, Henry Barkausen
and freshman John Milliken have
thus far highlighted Trinity's at-
tempt to match last year's 8-2
record. :
fencing. . .
A 9-0 epee victory cemented




Bantam basketball fortunes suf-
fered two more crushing blows
this past weekend on Long Island
as Trinity foil to the New York '
Athletic Club 100-75 in an ex-
hibition match and Kings Point 107-
70.
W.luUfss In its last eight outings,
the Hilltopper quintet now stands
at 1-0'on the season. This slate
includes a pair of setbacks in-
flicted by W.i\I, and Colby during
a holiday tournament at Worcester,
Trinity returns to the friendly
confines of Hartford next Friday
to engage Colby in a remafclv
In an upcoming "warm-up" the
Dan'.ams taujjlo with Boston Un-
iversity Monday night in Boston,
B.U. should provide Trinity with
its stlfl'est test in an already long
season.
The NYAC proved to be a for-
midable foe as tli® retired college
B-ballers stuffed in their first
20 shots in sprinting to a 52-27
half-time lead.
Former St. John star, Hank
Cleuss, hail a big hand in get-
ting the "old men" this margin "
by swishing 10 markers.
Although the Bantams managed
to outpoint ths NYAC after the
intermission, 48-43, the damage
liad already been done.
Ted Zillmer paced Trinity with
14 points while Pete DePrez added
12. ,
Kings Point proceeded to dish
out a similar shellacking in a
Saturday afternoon struggle. The
Merchant Marine Academy storm-
ed to a 513-31 half-time margin
and were never seriously threaten-
ed.
A newly unveiled Trinity press
bothered Kln^s Po'.nt throughout
the contest, but the Bantams sur-
rendered the ball 26 timus on
various violations and errors,
Coupled with 31 fouls, these mis-
cues afforded the Long Islanders
am^le opportunity to score.
They sho'. a sizzling 66% in hit-
ting 42 of 61 attempts. Ed War-
yas notched 27 to head the attack.
The Bantams also produced one
of their more successful nights
from the flour by canning 31 of
53.
I Rah, Rah, a little
Hilltop basketball spectators jumped in ECAC sports-
manship ratings from 53rd to eighth in the East last year.
Though the Tripod feels that the rapid regression of the
teams win-loss record might have acted as an influence,
happy Trin can now boast one of the cleanest rooting
sections in the nation.
Follow the weekly Tripod Sporting Pages for tidbits of
equally pertinent nickel knowledge as well as the name
and scores of the basketball team's most recent losses,
features now being planned include an interview with
I rinity s only whale harpooner in residence, a candid
sketch of Frank Marchese on duty, an in-depth study of
Uelta Phis intramural basketball team, and reports on
local skiing and cafeteria tray slopes. Also included on
the back page wil l be the poignant, though often bitter
comments of virtually anybody who feels like writing a
sports column (and has the nerve to visit us in our Mather
Hall basement offices).
